Read Great Himalaya Trail by Gerda Pauler with a free trial. Read unlimited* books and audiobooks on the web, iPad, iPhone and Android. It is a trail that winds for 1,700 kilometres through Nepal across the ‘roof of the world’, over ice-covered passes, crossing high-mountain deserts and through some of the most remote areas on earth. This path is perhaps the ultimate walk. In 2012, Himalaya veteran Gerda Pauler set out to walk the length of the trail to raise awareness of autism in Nepal. Travelling across the country with open eyes and ears, ascending high passes, visiting isolated villages and drinking tea with the locals allowed her to see and hear things many of us might never hear, never experience â“ and never The Great Himalaya Trail is comprised of 10 varying sections from Kachenjunga on Nepal’s eastern border to Humla on its western border with Tibet. It passes from subtropical jungles to high altitude alpine ecosystems, through villages of Buddhists, Hindus, Sherpas, Tibetan refugees, Lhomis, and Shamans, among many others. One constant is the lack of development these are not trekking paths but instead the existing network of primitive trade and pilgrimage trails that have been in use by local people for centuries. In fact, not one new trail was blazed. World Expeditions has been the pioneers of the Great Himalaya Trail and is the only company that offers the full GHT. Shorter sections range from 18-34 days with the full traverse taking 152 days. Great Himalaya Trail book. Read 2 reviews from the world’s largest community for readers. The Great Himalaya Trail is one of the longest and highest trails in the world. It is a trail that winds for 1,700 kilometres through Nepal across the ‘roof of the world’, over ice-covered passes, crossing high-mountain deserts and through some of the most remote areas on earth. This path is perhaps the ultimate walk. In 2012, Himalaya veteran Gerda Pauler set out to walk The Great Himalaya Trail is one of the longest and highest trails in the world. It is a trail that winds for 1,700 kilometres through Nepal across the ‘roof of the world’, over ice-covered passes, crossing high-mountain deserts and through some of the most remote areas on earth. Th